INTRODUCTION

Directional motion
It is well established that young infants prefer moving to between eight and 20 weeks of age. However, most of these tasks do not require relative directional information, and the limit may be set by the simple spatial and temporal resolution of the infant's visual system at a particular age.
In conclusion it appears that both the upper and lower forms which differ only in terms of 'structure from motion' cues in random dot displays.36 Many of the experiments on infants' abilities to make avoidance responses to looming objects (e.g. Yonas37 ) and to reach for nearby objects demonstrate how the infant integrates spatial and temporal information into a unified percept of an object in a given location.
Binocularity
As signals from the two eyes first interact at the cortex, However, given these unknowns, the cautious conclusion from these results would be support for the idea of separ ate critical periods for development of resolution acuity and stereopsis. This might be taken to suggest that the magnocellular system, underlying disparity detection, is more vulnerable and sensitive to aberrant environmental stimulation than the system underlying acuity develop ment which is likely to be parvocellular in origin.
DIFFERENTIAL ONSET OF FUNCTION IN PARVOCELLULAR AND MAGNOCELLULAR STREAMS
Above, the findings on development of three types of cor tical detectors have been considered. Each type is specific for coding information concerning a particular spatial attribute: orientation (necessary for shape analysis), direc tional movement (for analysing an object's trajectory), and correlation/disparity detection (for judging the rela tive depth or distance). Development of sensitivity to these attributes takes place largely postnatally and must depend on cortical rather than subcortical mechanisms.
Infants show sensitivity to changes of orientation before they show differential responses to the direction of movement and before they detect disparity change.
Although not discussed here, infants in the first few weeks after birth show relatively sophisticated ability to detect differences based on colour alone, using isoluminant dis plays (e.g. Morrone Two such mechanisms are discussed below-the first is the saccadic localising processes for foveation (which are often accompanied in adults by focal attention), the second is mechanisms for segmentation (used for trig gering the refixation mechanism).
DEVELOPMENT OF EYE MOVEMENT CONTROL SYSTEMS AND VISUAL ATTENTION
Saccadic refixation: localisation based on diff erences between target and background
If a conspicuous large moving object is made to appear suddenly in the peripheral visual field, infants will often move their eyes to foveate the object centrally. Many stud ies indicate that this response is present but unreliable and inaccurate at birth, but becomes a robust response by three months of age. The size of the effective visual field has been measured using dynamic and static perimetry and found to increase with age.53 , 5 4 Of course, this improve ment with age is likely to be due both to improvements in detection acuity and contrast sensitivity and to improve ments in refixation processes to make the saccadic shifts.
JANETTE ATKINSON
We Relative phase information, together with amplitude or intensity, enables a complete specification of any pattern.
Certain phase relationships will be 'special' in that they correspond to physical features of the outside world (e.g. Given our present knowledge from neuroscience, it is quite difficult to relate the deficits of attention involving eye movement control systems found in very young infants to differential development of cortical streams. We do not as yet know how the adult visual system integrates information across different cortical streams for form, colour and movement analyses, and between these streams and those controlling focal attention, so it would seem premature to surmise how these co-ordinating pro cesses might develop. For the present we are left with observable changes in visual behaviour, measured as changes in eye movements, which must indicate a shift from subcortical to cortical executive control. Which par ticular pathways subserve these behavioural changes remains to be discovered.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary it appears that infants are born with operating discriminatory mechanisms linked to appropriate orient ing responses which enable them to foveate crudely at birth (although morphologically the fovea and parafovea is not well differentiated). 
